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Your guide to thinking through
the process of selling your meat
Direct-To-Consumers
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How do I start selling meat
from livestock I raise?
To cut through the complexities, let’s boil it down to these basics:
1. You need to locate, visit and talk with a processor who has experience doing PRIVATE
LABELING packaging. Learn their process and get added to their schedule.
2. Leverage your network, social community and geographic community to learn your
potential customer's needs. Determine, by asking questions, if their need is for smaller
quantities, high quality, budget friendly, bulk purchasing, or any combination of these.
3. Determine how you will collect orders and process payments, keeping in mind how
consumers are used to engaging with businesses they purchase from.
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How do I sell meat?

BULK: selling beef, pork or lamb by the whole, half or quarter. We recommend you charge per
pound of dressed weight (hot carcass weight or HCW) as opposed to per head. It's more
accurate and allows customers to feel like they are paying for exactly what they get. Your price
point will vary but generally speaking, conventionally raised cattle can bring $1.50-$6.00/lb
HCW, hogs can bring $0.75-$5.00/lb HCW, and lambs can bring $2.00-$15.00/lb HCW, plus
butchering and processing fees. Some producers prefer to include that in the customer's final
price, while others have customers pay the processor directly, and pay for the animal
separately.
RETAIL: selling by the retail cut. Typically the price per pound here is higher since you're able
to charge more for steaks and higher valued cuts. If an entire carcass is sold as retail cuts, you
can typically average the following price points: beef - $7-$22/lb; pork - $3-$8/lb; lamb $5-$21/lb
WHOLESALE: bulk for foodservice and grocers. The price points will fall between the bulk and
retail prices noted above. It is critical to work through the logistics, distribution and
transportation options before committing to this option. This is a great way to move larger
volumes.
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How do I communicate with a
consumer who has never purchased
directly from a farmer/rancher?
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Keep in mind, you may be their first personal experience with a farmer or rancher...
this can be a humbling opportunity to share your story, and the story of producers
across our country. Be honest, clear, considerate, thoughtful, intentional, curious,
inquisitive, nurturing and respectful.
It is safe to say that the average consumer does not think like a farmer or rancher. In
fact, their experiences and perspective are often so distant from our realities, that it
makes for an incredible opportunity to connect deeply and personally with
someone who is trusting us to nourish and provide for their family.
Consumers are driven by their desire to fill essential needs, and become more
concerned with products that relate to their nutritional and psychological
needs. We approach our engagements with consumers with the "10-80-10
Rule."
On the left end of the spectrum lies 10% of society that is liberal and affixed to
their beliefs. On the other end of the spectrum lies another 10% of society that
is ultra conservative and right-winged. No amount of effort, science, emotion,
data or influence will alter either of their opinions. Then, in the middle, lie the
80% - the people who are open, responsive and curious. They are driven by
emotions, intellect, data, peers, social acceptance or countless other factors
that are ultimately influenceable. This is where your energies should go; this is
where you have the ability to positively influence consumers.
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What are Meat
Identity Standards?
There are various terms used to identify the same
cut of meat. The bottom line: there are
regulations and laws around what meat can be
identified as on labels.
Consumers, chefs/restaurant owners, ranchers,
trade/commodity names and butchers each use
varying terms to identify the same cuts of meat - in
beef, pork, lamb and even chicken. In some cases,
the raw meat is even called something different after
cooked (think standing rib roast and Prime Rib).
The processor you work with (assuming they're a
state or federally inspected facility) is required to use
specific terms on the labels to identify the cuts, and
are often different than what a consumer may be
most familiar with.
As a frame of reference, the industry go-to guide is
The Meat Buyer's Guide by the North American Meat
Processors Association. This is a great resource to
help you learn the industry standards in cuts, and will
improve your communications with the processor
and butcher to be much more understandable.
Keep in mind that we have a great opportunity to
educate consumers about their meat, where it
comes from, what muscle it is, how it's best prepared
and the nutritional value it provides.
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Should my meat brand be
different than my farm?
You may get a lot of differing opinions on this question, but here is our experience:
From a liability and insurance standpoint, the meat should be sold and reported
under a separate entity. Register a new business with your Department of State
that is different than your farm business. You will better protect the assets of your
farm from any potential lawsuit if they are separate entities. No one ever wants to
talk about or plan for lawsuits, but they are a prevalent part of our reality these
days, so you should do everything you can to mitigate your risk.
We recommend that your meat brand be similar to the farm, but not the same.
Consumers should still be able to identify that the meat came from your farm. For
example, Twisted River Ranch is the farm name and Twisted River Pork is the
meat brand. Or Prime Time Texels is the farm name and Texel Time Lamb is the
meat brand.

A B O U T

920 Cattle & Co
With cattle as our foundation, we have transformed our business model to better serve
our customers, provide better opportunities for our employees and to build a family legacy
for generations to come.
As a fully integrated farm-to-table operation, we keep everything in house, allowing us a
unique perspective on the entire process of producers engaging directly with consumers.
We are now raising cattle, heritage hogs, and haired sheep that are all humanely
processed in our very own USDA inspected slaughterhouse and processing facility.
Unlike many producers, we deeply understand the butcher’s perspective and unlike many
butchers, we deeply understand the producer’s perspective. We hope these pages are
filled with experience, insight and wisdom for you to leverage in your own approach to
thriving in business and ranching.
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